What’s New at the Probe Site

Probe Ministries Administrator

Listed below are the latest articles and blogs posted on the Probe Ministries website. We have over 1800 articles, blog posts and answers to questions. So, if what you are looking for is not on this page, use the search magnifying glass icon at the upper right side of this page and type or tap what you are looking for. You will probably find something on the topic you are interested in exploring.

The Allure of Home
July 8, 2022
T.S. Weaver investigates ways by which one can employ cultural methods to make the gospel appealing. He concentrates on one piece of culture and expresses a few ideas on how it can be used in the defense of the faith.

Probe Live Presents ‘Climate Change and the Green New Deal’
May 31, 2022
A lifelong conservationist with a deep commitment to a biblical perspective on environmentalism, Dr. Ray Bohlin has been closely following the Climate Change issue for over 20 years. In this public lecture he presented lots of charts and graphs showing there’s no reason to be worried about a climate catastrophe.

Salt and Light Online
May 17, 2022
Sue Bohlin’s address to a student leadership conference at a Christian school in the Philippines is also appropriate for anyone else with an online connection.

The Best of All Possible Worlds?
April 24, 2022
T.S. Weaver makes a case for 18th-century philosopher Leibniz’s contention that this fallen world is still the best of all possible worlds.
Why I Love to Learn I’m Wrong
April 22, 2022
Years ago Sue Bohlin decided to embrace correction without defensiveness. Here’s why.

Defending Theism: A Response to Hume, Russell, and Dawkins
Mar. 31, 2022
T.S. Weaver looks at anti-God arguments from three prominent philosophers, showing why belief is God is more reasonable than their objections to His existence.

Why Bible Study Matters
Mar. 22, 2022
Tom Davis builds a case for why we should study the Bible, drawing on both the Old Testament and New Testament scriptures.

Is God Still Doing Miracles?
Mar. 20, 2022
Sue Bohlin asked Dr. Cara Polsley to give an account of the big, magnificent answers to prayer in the wake of a horrific car accident that left her paralyzed but still overcoming major obstacles with God’s grace.

Probe Survey 2020 Report 6: Nothing in Particulars and Biblical Views
Feb. 3, 2022
Steve Cable continues his analysis of Probe’s 2020 Survey on religious beliefs, examining some basic beliefs of “Nothing in Particulars” on salvation, biblical worldview, and sexual issues.

Dr. Ray Bohlin Presents “Natural Limits to Biological Change”
Jan. 26, 2022
Discovery Institute’s Dallas Conference on Science and Faith (January 22, 2022) featured Probe VP and Discovery Institute Fellow Dr. Ray Bohlin’s breakout session on his book *The Natural Limits to Biological Change*. Here is the video of
T.S. Weaver has put together an intellectual response to the problem of evil that includes a theology of evil and suffering, and a philosophical/theological series of proper defenses of God and his righteousness considering evil.

**Talking About the Problem of Evil**
Jan. 23, 2022
T.S. Weaver has put together an intellectual response to the problem of evil that includes a theology of evil and suffering, and a philosophical/theological series of proper defenses of God and his righteousness considering evil.

**Return of the God Hypothesis for Regular People**
Jan. 9, 2022
Dr. Ray Bohlin provides an overview of Stephen Meyer’s *Return of the God Hypothesis*, looking at how recent scientific discoveries provide evidence for an intelligent creator.

**Probe Survey 2020 Report 5: Sexual Attitudes and Religion vs. Science**
Nov. 22, 2021
Steve Cable continues his analysis of Probe’s 2020 survey of Americans’ views of sexual issues and how they navigate religion and science.

**Who Told You That You Were Naked?**
Nov. 17, 2021
Sue Bohlin reflects on God’s question to Adam after he fell and broke the creation.

**Probe Survey Report #4: Witnessing to Your Faith and the Response**
Oct. 16, 2021
Steve Cable continues to explore Probe’s 2020 survey on religious beliefs and practices, examining how people witness to their faith or not, and reasons for both sharing and for not trusting Christ.

**Probe 2020 Survey Report #3: Religious Practices and Purpose for Living**
Sept. 16, 2021
Steve Cable explores Probe’s 2020 survey, examining the participants’ religious
practices, sense of purpose for living, and views on tolerance vs. acceptance.

**Living with an Eternal Perspective**  
Sept. 13, 2021  
Sue Bohlin considers several ways to develop a way of seeing our earthly life as part of the much bigger picture that extends into eternity.

**How Reason Can Lead to God – Part 2**  
August 29, 2021  
Dr. Michael Gleghorn continues to make a compelling case for how reason can lead us, step by step, to the logical conclusion of God’s existence.

**How Reason Can Lead to God – Part 1**  
August 23, 2021  
Dr. Michael Gleghorn makes a compelling case for how reason can lead us, step by step, to the logical conclusion of God’s existence.